
Sculpted Face Mask designed by Keti McKenna. www.ketivani.com  

 
 

1. Please note, PDF pattern is scanned on fold. Please fold the paper after tracing and 
cutting.  

2. Make sure when printed, box measures 1”X1” to get actual size pattern.  Cut 2 each.  
3. Seam allowances are marked on pattern. It has 3/8” all seams, except nose dart has ¼’.  
4. Dart sewing: Use ¼” seams, pass cut out 7/8” as shown. 
 

  
5. Join chin seam next.  I suggest to start sewing from Center Front to sides.  
6. Join top and bottom seams and turn from side opening to clean finish top and bottom.  
7. Insert 10” long jewelry or floral wire at the top, use zipper foot to stitch very close to the 

top edge.  

 
 



8. Make sure ends of metal is not scratching face at the ends. I place metal wire behind the 
elastic and then turn elastic and edge back to top stitch. (Also can serge edges,  then 
turn back and topstitch) 
 

  
 

9. Cut Elastic 5 ½” each. Finish 5” each side. Sew to furthest corners. See how I measured.  
Please note, some doctors and nurses asked us to have elastic all around   the head to 
release pressure from ears.   If you are making this mask for the hospital, you may want 
to change to have elastic 13” to 14” each, but it is advised to try on and determine the 
length of an elastic accordingly. Also, mobilon polyurethane elastic is better, because it 
doesn’t trap bacteria as braided elastic does.   
 

10. Please note, this mask will not look “sculpted” on everyone. This mask is made for 
person with chin type one. If you have chin type two, need to modify chin pattern 
accordingly.  

 
 



11. This mask is size Medium for male or female.  Peoples’ face sizes vary.  Please don’t 
hesitate to ask me any questions  

           
 

  Thank You for all medical professionals! We wish everyone safety and fast defeat of the 
COVID- 19. 

 
 
 

 


